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あらまし ドメイン名システム (DNS) はドメイン名と IP アドレスなど各種の資源を対応付けるのに必要不可欠なイ
ンターネット上のサブシステムである．しかし，DNS の仕様は文書で形式的に決められたものではなく，運用者は動
作している実装のふるまいからシステムの大半を学ぶ必要がある．同様に運用者は DNS プログラムの相互接続性を
維持するために，実装に依存する問題の詳細にわたって理解する高度な経験を持つ必要がある．このような経験に依
存する運用は DNS を脆弱かつセキュリティ攻撃に対し弱いものにしている．本稿では，新たに起こりつつある DNS
のセキュリティ問題について運用の立場から分析し，それらの解決のために取り得る手段について示す．
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Abstract Domain Name System (DNS) is an essential Internet subsystem for binding domain names and various
resources including IP addresses. The specification of DNS, however, is not formally defined on documentations, and
the operators have to learn the system mostly from the behavior of running implementations. The operators also
have to have a high level of expertise to understand the implementation-dependent issues in details for maintaining
the interoperability of DNS programs. This expertise-dependent operation makes DNS fragile and prone to security
attacks. In this paper, we analyze the emerging DNS security issues from the operational points of view, and show
possible countermeasures to solve the issues.
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1. Introduction

providing the reliable services on Internet.
DNS has been widely used for mapping domain names

Domain Name System (DNS) [1]〜[3] is an essential Inter-

to IPv4 addresses and vice versa. Mail exchanger host ref-

net distributed database subsystem to map domain names

erence using MX RRs is another popular usage. More ap-

to various Resource Records (RRs). Web, e-mail, and many

plications assume registering crucial information on DNS.

other applications depend on DNS for discovering the des-

DomainKeys Identiﬁed Mail (DKIM) [4] and Sender Policy

tination hosts to contact. Keeping the DNS up-to-date and

Framework (SPF) [5] are two major proposals for identifying

secure without forgery or service disruption is critical for

mail senders with the corresponding TXT and SPF RRs.
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Public information for cryptographic communication is

persistence of long-term problems and issues of DNS oper-

also being registered into DNS, such as those to put Secure

ation in Section 3. We conclude this paper by showing the

Shell [6] ﬁngerprints to SSHFP RRs [7], IPsec [8] public keys

conclusions and possible countermeasures to solve the cur-

to IPSECKEY RRs [9], and X.509 certiﬁcates and the revo-

rent DNS issues in Section 4.

cation lists to CERT RRs [10].
Identiﬁcation for available resources to a service name

2. DNS security and emerging protocols

is another popular usage of DNS, such as binding service

2. 1. IPv6 and DNS

names to actual hosts by SRV RRs [11], and binding a tele-

Introduction of IPv6 is being discovered as a serious issue

phone number as a part of E.164 number to the available ser-

to maintain the DNS reachability and integrity. The AAAA

vices [12] with NAPTR RRs, which are deﬁned in Dynamic

RR and ip6.arpa are two new RRs assigned for IPv6 [30],

Delegation Discovery System [13]〜[16].

but the problem is not limited to them.

Dynamic Host Conﬁguration Protocol (DHCP) [17],

The AAAA RRs will increase the size of DNS answers

[18] and the resolution scheme of domain name conﬂicts of

and will reduce the number of the NS RRs, especially for

the clients [19]〜[21] uses the DHCID RR [22] to uniquely

those with IPv4 and IPv6 glue addresses

identify the clients, for the accurate dynamic update of DNS

rent limit of 13 Root Servers is imposed by the 512-byte

using DNS UPDATE [23] protocol.

size limit of the DNS answers, and the limitation gets even

*1

.

The cur-

The examples shown above suggest a convergence of

tighter when IPv6 is fully introduced. This issue will not be

domain-name-related resource database into DNS. However,

solved unless the full support of EDNS0 on all DNS clients,

the traditional DNS, which stands for the current DNS sys-

servers, and the intermediate ﬁrewalls. Internet Corpora-

tem without cryptographic authentication, is considered one

tion for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) recognizes

of the weakest subsystems on Internet, as well as the IP

the importance of this issue, and their report [31] shows not

routing protocols. The following is a list of well-known weak-

all devices are compatible with larger-than-512-byte packets.

nesses of DNS:

Rikitake [32] shows a comprehensive analysis on this issue.

•

•

•

The traditional DNS handles only 512 bytes on the UDP

IPv6 also introduces another requirement for all DNS

payload for a message, which imposes the limit of con-

servers to make them accessible in both networks of IPv4

taining multiple addresses, especially when IPv4 and

and IPv6. This means querying IPv4 data from IPv6 and

IPv6 addresses have to be assigned together.

vice versa must be possible, and the DNS database must be

The DNS database integrity is solely dependent on a

fully consistent regardless of the access path. Even during

weak authentication by maintaining the delegation tree

the transition *2

from the Root Zone to the subzones only with the NS

be operational on both networks. Unless all the IPv4 hosts

RRs, with no protection of cryptographic signatures.

are eliminated from the Internet, which will not be likely to

DNS RR data are historically conﬁgured by the zone

happen, DNS has to serve for the two networks forever. For

operators/administrators, so the contents are prone to

DNS, supporting IPv6 is not a transition, but a complete

human errors.

addition of a new functionality set.

phase from IPv4 to IPv6, the DNS has to

Among the Internet RFCs, Klensin [24] discusses the

The reality of operational networks as of August 2007

role and the overloaded status of DNS, while Atkins and

is far from the requirement of dual-stack operation of DNS

Austein [25] thoroughly analyze the threats of DNS.

over IPv4 and IPv6. Very few authoritative servers are ac-

Two notable extensions are proposed for the authentica-

cessible from the IPv6 network. Many IPv6 experimental

tion of DNS. DNSSEC [26]〜[28], a cryptographic authenti-

networks have an workaround to this issue by providing and

cation scheme for DNS RRs, has been proposed and is under

IPv6 DNS cache to get access to IPv4 DNS servers, though

deployment phase. EDNS0 [29] is another extension which

very few networks provide an IPv4-to-IPv6 DNS lookup ser-

allows larger payloads over DNS UDP datagrams. Those ex-

vice.

tensions alone, however, will not suﬃciently solve the whole

Another issue is that NS RRs only show hostnames and

security issues persistently hamper the DNS reliability and

do not directly represent if the host speciﬁed is accessible

integrity.
In this paper, we survey and analyze the current and

*1 : The glue addresses are the address records (A and AAAA RRs)

emerging issues on DNS security from the operational points

attached to an NS RR, so that the server referred by the NS RR is

of view, and show the possible countermeasures to solve

accessible without sending another query.
*2 : as claimed in RFC4213 [33] since the oﬃcialization of IPv6 in 1994

them. In later sections, we ﬁrst analyze the security issues

by IETF and IAB. RFC4213 suggests the DNS requirement in the

on emerging new DNS protocols in Section 2, and survey the

Section 2.2.
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via IPv4 or IPv6. While a preference-based address resoJP domain lame servers (timeout + noauth)

lution is proposed for an IP-level choice [34], the preference
8000

domains which contain lame servers

for DNS lookups should be based on the actual information
obtained from the servers. A DNS server lookup will require
two lookups for AAAA and A RRs, instead of one.
The requirement of simultaneously looking up IPv4 and
IPv6 DNS servers may cause a delay on DNS lookup in many
situations. For example, even if a DNS server on an NS RR
is accessible via IPv4, if the resolver chooses DNS lookup
on IPv6 as the ﬁrst choice for the server, the lookup will

7000
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second try on IPv4. Morishita and Jinmei [35] describe some

30Dec2005

6500

fail, and the resolution delays until the resolver performs the
common misbehaviors of DNS servers to the queries for IPv6

7500

Fig. 1 Numbers of lame-delegated domains under .jp ( [46],

addresses. WIDE Project [36] has released a report of mea-

source data used by permission.)

suring the performance diﬀerence between the IPv4 and IPv6
networks by comparing delay measurements using dual-stack
nodes [37]. A similar measurement should be performed for
the DNS services by the providers.

operation. Many of them are caused by misconﬁguration,
including the following typical reasons:
•

2. 2. DNSSEC deployment issues

deletion of the NS RRs by the expiration of DNS registry subscription *5 ;

IETF dnsext WG [38] did not have the WG meeting at the

•

NS RRs are not directed to the appropriate servers; and

69th IETF on July 2007, since most of the WG milestones

•

A/AAAA RRs do not point the correct IP addresses of

including DNSSEC standardization of the fundamental pro-

the servers listed in the NS RRs.

tocols were completed. This WG decision suggests that the
DNSSEC developing community has reached to a consensus
that DNSSEC is now on the deployment phase.
DNSSEC Deployment Initiative, a coordination community of DNSSEC developers and other interested parties, publishes a monthly newsletter called DNSSEC This
Month [39]. The Initiative focuses on how to deploy the existing DNSSEC technologies to various DNS registries and
other organizations. Some notable progressive actions are:
•

The status of signed zones of .arpa and the Root Zone is
available online by IANA [40], though still experimental
as of August 2007.

•

RIPE NCC, representing the European concerns of
DNSSEC, formally requested ICANN to sign DNS Root
Zone [41], as a community-endorsed resolution at the
RIPE 54 meeting on May 2007.
Some protocol issues of DNSSEC still remain, however,

such as whether to introduce the NSEC3 RR [42] instead of

An DNS trace measurement in 2003 [45] shows that
the percentage of lame-delegated zones in .com, .edu, .net
and .org generic Top-Level Domains (gTLDs) were about
15 ∼ 20%, while .kr, .tw and .cn were even higher.
Suzuki [46] performed the active analysis of lame delegation within .jp zone, by comparing the results of nonrecursive answers from .jp authoritative servers and the
second-level .jp domain servers. The analyses data shown in
Fig. 1 were those performed from September 6, 2005 to April
22, 2007, for 13 times. The total numbers of domains analyzed were decreased from 51819 to 49695 during the period,
respectively. The percentage of lame-delegated domains were
between 13 ∼ 15%. This result suggests that the lame delegation rate is stable and not likely to decrease. Suzuki [46]
also reports that 87 second-level .jp domains still have nonexistent domains in the NS RRs which may cause domain
hijacking without being detected by the domain owner, as of
April 22, 2007.

NSEC RR for defending a zone from an exploit by enumaration. The current DNSSEC speciﬁcation does not deﬁne the
formal zone revocation method either *3 .

3. Persistent operational issues

Pappas et al. [47] shows two other popular types of DNS
misconﬁguration as follows:
•

diminished server redundancy : multiple authoritative
servers being placed in the same network preﬁx, so that

3. 1. Lame and inconsistent zone delegation
Lame delegation *4

has been a persistent problem on DNS

NS RRs for a zone do not serve the authoritative data for the zone.
*5 : On May 2005, e-ontap.com, which had the authoritative servers

*3 : Osterweil et al. [43] proposes an introduction of explicit signing key
revocation method by announcing revoked keys as RRs.
*4 : A lame delegation is a situation which the DNS server pointed by

running for visa.co.jp and other related domains, was found nonexistent. Suzuki [44] took over the control of e-ontap.com to prevent
further possible domain abuse and hijacking.
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Fig. 2 TLD delegation map [48]: simple delegation to authoritative servers within the zone.

Fig. 4 TLD delegation map [48]: co-delegation which suggests the
alliance between multiple ccTLDs.

in Fig. 4 suggests an alliance of operation between diﬀerent ccTLDs, shown by the co-delegation of zones with each
other.
3. 3. Misdirected traﬃc to The Root Servers
Lots of unresolvable requests are directed to Root Servers,
such as:
Fig. 3 TLD delegation map [48]: ccTLD for French territories

•

PTR RR queries for the RFC1918 [50] private IPv4 addresses, which have no globally-deﬁned answer, whose

which are dependent to .fr servers.

traﬃc is now oﬀ-loaded by AS112 Project [51];
the redundancy supposed to be provided by routing diversity is lost; and
•

cyclic zone dependency : a situation which name reso-

•

incomprehensive strings as domain names, such as
search keywords, directly sent from Web browsers; and

•

queries to private Top-Level Domains (TLDs), such as

lution within zone Z1 requires the resolution of a name

.local, whose queries was 23.3% of unresolvable TLDs

in zone Z2 , and the name resolution within zone Z2

sent to the Root servers in November 2002 [52].

requires the resolution of a name in zone Z1 .

Kato and Sekiya [52] reports only 0.2% of the queries

We should also state that introduction of DNSSEC will
reveal the inconsistencies of DNS delegation, since DNSSECenabled DNS servers actively verify the delegation trees and
treat them as errors.
3. 2. Increasing level of indirection
Some domains are increasing level of indirection by cascading multiple delegations. Analyzing Root Zone data as a
directional graph describes how complex the inter-domain
delegations are formed.
For example, some country-code Top-Level Domains
(ccTLDs) have rather simpler structures to keep the authoritative NS RR labels within the zone (Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows
some ccTLDs such as those of French external territories *6
are controlled under the servers of nic.fr. Another example

sent to the Root Servers are legitimate (i.e., 99.8% of the
queries contain invalid TLDs). Most of the misdirected trafﬁc is preventable by appropriate conﬁguration of end users
and ISPs.
3. 4. DNS ampliﬁcation attack
DNS ampliﬁcation attack [53] is an attack with spoofed
source IP address and using DNS servers and caches as the reﬂectors [54]. This enables attackers to send a small-size query
and send back a large-size answer to the spoofed address, so
it amplifies the size of attacking packets. The following list
of misconﬁguration are typical causes of the attacks:
•

lack of IP-level ingress/egress ﬁltering [55], [56], on end
users and ISPs; and

•

open resolvers [57], which accept queries from anywhere
in the Internet, allowing attackers to inject addressspoofed queries and malicious contents.

*6 : The ccTLDs .yt (Mayotte), .pm (Saint Pierre and Miquelon), .re
(Réunion), .tf (French Southern Territories), and .wf (Wallis and Fu-

3. 5. DNS spooﬁng
DNS spooﬁng is an attack to inject a false set of DNS RRs to

tuna) are all of French territories [49].
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DNS cache servers, so that the cache users receive the mali-

and Internet stability are essential for the sustainable op-

cious set of information, presumably leading to misdirection

eration.

to the attacker’s Web site. The following conﬁguration re-

should empower the end users to correctly conﬁgure their sys-

strictions contribute to this attack:

tems, and monitor them for proper operation. If an attacker

•

•

DNS query has its own transaction identiﬁer for each

emerges from an ISP network, the ISP should immediately

query, but the identiﬁer has only 16 bits and crypto-

react to block the attacker’s traﬃc. This sort of cooperation

graphically predictable in some versions of BIND [58]

rarely exists in current ISP-user relationship. We warn that

software [59].

Internet will collapse and become defunct in a near future if

The predictability enables injection of

malicious data to the DNS caches.

end-user and ISP coordination for the sustainable operation

Many DNS resolvers use predictable source port num-

keeps failing.

bers for each query, whose behavior deﬁned by the operating system implementation. Randomizing the source

•

ISPs are as responsible as the end users; ISPs
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